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The main concem of teachers in  a reading comprehension class 
i s  to make sure their students understand the texts . One way of 
reaching this goal is to provide leamers with tools or strategies, teach 
them how to use them correctly, and encourage their use. 

According to Oxford, a leaming strategy is the technique, 
behavior, step, or action taken by the leamer to develop a ski l l .  They 
are useful because they help in the intemalization, storage, retrieval 
and use of the new language. 1 Shih believes that for these aids to work 
well the students have to leam how to set clear goals congruent with 
the task (criterion task) they want to develop.2 That is ,  if the goal of the 
students is to read for a test, they have to set different goals from those 
they propose for writing a paper, a summary, or drawing a semantic 
map. So the cri terion task has to be establi shed even before starting the 
reading process. Accordingly, pupi ls should differentiate the strategies 
to be used when the task is extensi ve reading (to grasp the main ideas) 
or intensi ve reading (to grasp the main ideas as wel l  as the detai ls) .  The 
information they have to obtain each time they read a text is different, 
and they should know how to approach it .  

l .  M .  Shih, "Beyond Comprehension Exercises in  the ESL Academic Reading Class," Tesol 

Quarterly, 26, 2 ( 1 992) 289-3 1 1 .  

2. R.  Oxford, "Language Learn ing Strategies in a Nutshe l l :  Update and ESL Suggestions," Tesol 

Joumal, 2, 2 ( 1 992/ 1 993) 1 8-:?2. 
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Therefore, to understand a text readers have to discem how to 
handle not only pre-reading strategies, but also in-reading (during
reading) and post-reading strategies . Pre-reading strategies prepare 
the student for what comes in the text. Sorne of these strategies are : 
grarnrnar and vocabulary work ,  developrnent of background 
knowledge, oral questions, observation of text layout (title, headings, 
subheadings, pictures, charts , tables, words in boldface or italics,  
nurnbers , colurnns, etc . ) ,  guessing, brainstorming, sernantic rnapping, 
skirnming, and scanning. Pre-reading strategies are not the goal of this 
paper since they were included in a previous nurnber of this  joumal ;3 

nevertheless, in-reading and post -reading strategies are. These strategies 
will  be discussed here with the idea that classroorn reading rnostly 
requires intensive reading. Thi s  paper i s  thought of as a guide for 
educators , so the strategies wil l  be presented and guided in the reading 
class by the teacher hoping that these tools can be ernulated by the 
students later in the classroorn or in other settings. 

In-reading strategies are those the reader applies while s/he i s  in 
the process of decoding the reading, and post-reading strategies are 
those applied after the reading of the text has been cornpleted. This 
paper proposes the fol lowing in-reading strategies : guessing, silent 
reading, self-questioning, vocabulary attack ski l ls ,  dictionary use, 
factlopinion, text organization, underlining, note-taking, paraphrasing, 
graphic organizers , cornprehension questions ,  cloze exercises, and 
inference. It al so presents the fol lowing post-reading strategies:  
vocabulary and grarnrnarreview, graphic organizers , surnrnary, critical 
reading and problern solving (agree/disagree, relate to own experience, 
cornpare/contrast, di scuss, apply), rnain idea, cornprehension questions, 
inference, scanning, and skirnrning. 

3 .  X .  Chacón ,  "Students ' First Approach to Reading Comprehension: Pre-Reading S trategies," 
Letra.\", 32 (2000) 1 2 1 - 1 36. 
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l. IN-READING STRATEGIES 

One in-reading strategy is guessing. An acti vity to deve lop th i s  
strategy i s  to  have leamers read the text in 'chunks'  (an introduction, 
a paragraph ,  etc . )  and stop after each one to tal k about the main ideas 
and guess what comes next. Thi s  acti vity can be done in smal l groups 
or as a c lass. Stol ler al leges that leamers soon real ize the di fferent 
interpretations people give to the contexts .  It is good to discuss these 
differences, and l ink  them to the way people understand and analyze 
things depending on their previous experience .4 

Very I inked to guess ing i s  the strategy of self-questioning. In an 
artic le wri tten by Shi h ,  Jakobowitz affi rms that ski l led readers need to 
ask themsel ves mental questions not on ly at the pre-reading stage, but 
also at the in-reading and post-reading stages.  In the same article,  
Davey and Irvin c 1aim that readers should ask themselves questions 
such as : What did I j ust read? Did I understand what I j ust read? What 
wi l l  come next? They assert that these questions are useful  to monitor 
comprehension.5 In addi tion to that, Stol ler proposes asking leamers 
to underl ine or high l ight the answers to the questions they previous ly 
asked to themselves.6 

It i s  also important to ask students to do sustained silent reading. 

Morris and Zinn mention studies carried out by sorne authors on thi s  
respect .  According to Coley and Farre l l ,  two o f  these authors , si lent 
reading i mproves comprehension ,  vocabulary scores, and increases 
at-home reading. Rayes ,  on the other hand, states that si lent reading 
increases the schemata (the knowledge readers have in  long-term 
memory) of poor adul t  readers which in  tum permits them to infer 
more i nformation from the text. 7 

4. F. L. Stoller, "Making the Most of a News Magazine Passage for Reading-Ski l ls Development," 
English Teachillg Forum, 32, I ( 1 994) 2-7 . 

5 .  M .  Shih ,  289-3 1 l .  
6 .  F. S tol ler, 2-7. 

7 . L. A .  Morris & A. Zinn,  "Areas in Practice: A Workshop Format for Developmental Reading 

Classes," Joumal (!I' Developmell/al Educa/io/!, 1 8 , 3 ( 1 995) :  26-27 . 
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Shih considers that it i s  i mportant for students to be aware of 
certai n textual signal s and have text organization knowledge to better 
understand a text. 8 Thi s  wi 11 let them establ i sh certain relationships 
among the ideas in the reading .  For instance, i f  a student is aware of 
the di fferent types of pattems of organization writers use to organize 
the i n formati on such as : cause/effect ,  t i me order, defin i tion ,  
c 1assification , l i st ing, process,  analogy, compari son/contrast ,  and 
description , s/he can analyze how the information has been put 
together and understand the passage s/he is reading a lot better. The 
same author adds sorne ideas of Van Dijk  who proposes a l i st of s ignals 
a reader should pay attention to : letter size, i tal ies ,  underl ining; 
introductory and c 10sing words (e .g .  'consequently, ' ' i n  other words , '  
'on the other hand, ' ' l ikewi se , '  'due to , '  ' first ' ) ,  repeti tion o f  certain 
words and phrases (simi lar to, opposed to, I ike ,  group, type, different 
from, months ,  years , steps,  stages, etc . ) ,  and structure of the text 
(narrative, story , exposi tory) . 9 

Another in-reading comprehension strategy i s  the use of graphic 

o rganizers.  While reading ask leamers to scribble down a graphic 
organizer (draw a semantic map, fi l l  in  a chart or table on s imi larities 
andlor differences, put steps of a process in order, arrange periods in 
chronological order, etc . )  that wi l l  help them put the ideas together, 
establ ish relationships among facts , and understand the content .  They 
can use the pattem of organization (cause/effect, process, c 1assification, 
etc . )  of the text to do it .  

Strategies to develop vocabulary attack ski l l s  are essentia l .  
Clarke and S i lberstein oppose g iv ing l i sts ofvocabulary with defin i ti ons 
out of context because words are vehic1es of meaning and seldom 
appear in i solation . Wi th in  a hol i stic approach ,  vocabulary strategies 
are taught in the context of the texts being read and studied. 10  Students 

8. M .  Shih, 289-3 1 1 . 

9 .  M .  Shih ,  289-3 1 1 .  

1 0 . M .  A .  Clarke & S. S i lberste in ,  "Toward a Realization of Psychol inguistics Principies in the ESL 

Reading C 1ass," Lallguage Leamillg, 27, 1 ( 1 977) 1 35- 1 54 .  
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must be taught how to identify key words basic for the comprehension 
of the text such as those in the title, headings, topic sentences, or words 
that recuro Once they do this ,  students should be aware of the different 
possibilities for guessing the meanings of words in context; for 
instance, the students continue reading and try to infer or obtain a 
general idea of the unfamil iar word. In addition, the teacher can point 
out the ways in which writers use redundancy of language to give 
readers sorne clues on meaning such as :  synonyms , antonyms, 
definitions ,  explanations, cause and effect, association between an 
object and its function , descriptions ,  examples , compari son/contrast 
and cause/effect relationships, etc . Instructors can also teach how to 
guess the meanings by using morphology , or how to sketch semantic 
networks between the new words and concepts , and those the students 
already know . Without overwhelming the students with deep 
explanations the teachercan explain syntactic, discourse, and punctuation 
c1ues to explain contexts in which unfamiliar vocabulary appears. 

For the use of the dictionary students should prioritize the 
unfami liar vocabulary they encounter in texts . Sorne words can be 
inferred from the context using semantic and syntactic clues.  Other 
words can be ignored. It is important to tell the students that they do 
not necessari ly need to know every single unknown word. But sti ll 
others should be looked up in the dictionary or in a glossary for 
specialized vocabulary . Nevertheless, there should be a balance ; 
students must not become completely dependent on the dictionary or 
completely detached from it .  Students should use the dictionary as a 
last resort,  and only if context and morphological analysis fai l because 
the excessive use of a dictionary affects the reading process making it 
slow, tiresome, and boring.  

Furthermore , they should be taught how to use the dictionary . 
The teacher should not take for granted that the students know how to 
use a bi l ingual or an English monol ingual dictionary . It is important to 
teach them how to di scriminate among the di fferent meanings the 
dictionary provides because they tend to pick the fi rst meaning that 
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appears in the entry and automatical ly  discard the rest. It is useful to 
point out how the dictionary furnishes clues in parentheses to help the 
user find the adequate meaning according to the context of the word. 
Students also need to be taught other salient aspects on dictionary use: 
how to find the words in accordance with their function , and how to 
find the idiomatic expressions ,  and verbal phrases .  

Another significant aspect i s  to  let students know that depending 
on the reading purpose they may have, they need to look up for fewer 
or more words in the dictionary . 1f the learners are interested in reading 
to grasp main ideas to decide if a close reading of the text i s  necessary, 
they do not need to look up for the meanings of many unknown words . 
If the purpose is  reading to write a research paper, or to take a test;  for 
instance, the students have to search for the meanings of more words. 

Por an additional in-reading strategy, Wiesendanger and B ader 
advi se instructors to teach leamers how to differentiate facts from 
opinions, and be able to draw them from the text. Thi s type of strategy 
helps students di scriminate what information is  relevant and what is 
not, go from the li teral to the interpretati ve and back to the li teral 
information , notice simi larities and di fferences , and leam how to 
select key words. There are words or phrases that can gi ve hints on 
opin ions :  '1 think, ' '1 believe , '  ' i t  is thought that, ' 'apparently , '  ' from 
my point of view , '  ' i t  is my opinion that , '  '1 can infer, ' etc . Others 
introduce facts that are usual l y  supported by sorne kind of data, a 
general truth or common true knowledge : ' In fact, " i t  has been 
proven , '  etc . 1 1  

A different strategy is u1lderlini1lg, note-takillg alldparaplzrasing. 

Shih mentions ideas of McAndrew which suggest that good strategies 
are better appl ied if the student owns the material and is  w i l l ing to 
underline and annotate in the margi ns .  Instructors should teach the 

1 1. c. Wiesendanger & L. Bader. "SCAIT: a Study Technique to Develop Studcnts' Higher 
Comprchension Ski lis when Reading Content Area Material." }ollmal l!/Readil/g. 35 .  5 ( 1 992) 

399-400. 
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students how to use these markings to enhance comprehension ; 
otherwise, an incorrect application of them may hinder it .  Underlining 
and note-taking serve two functions :  as external storage mechanisms 
(helping the student to keep information for later study or use) and as 
encoding mechanisms during the reading process (helping the student 
to focus on the most important ideas or points). When students can 
discriminate main from secondary sentences,  and they mark (underline 
or take notes) the main or the higher level superordinate sentences that 
require a deeper mental processing, they recall the ideas better and 
understand the text better. 1 2  

I n  order t o  underline o r  take notes students have t o  read section 
by section , first reading and then rereading and underlining so that they 
have a clearer and wider understanding of the content and know what 
ought to be underlined. Underlining and note-taking have to be in 
accordance with the task. If the learners are reading for personal 
interest they have to be able to set up their own goals .  In other words, 
if they are reading a text on tropical forests and they are interested in 
tropical birds , they should focus and underline or take notes on this  
specific information . If the students are in class or  are reading for an 
assignment and they do not understand what the objective of the 
reading activity is ,  they must ask for clarification from the instructor. 
The students have to be clear about the purpose of the markings. 

Shih believes that underlining has a disadvantage because it 
does not separate main ideas from examples, orprovide the opportunity 
to comment on or react to the material, whereas taking notes in the 
margin provides more valuable and meaningful information . 13 Good 
annotations can make underlining unnecessary . Underlining and 
annotations are helpful tools for the students to monitorcomprehension, 
but paraphrasing, which is  another way of taking notes, makes the 
reader process the text at a deeper level . Paraphrasing means to write 

1 2 . M .  Shih, 289-3 1 1 . 

1 3 .  M .  Shih, 289-3 1 1 . 
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the author' S ideas in the students'  own words without changing the 
original rneaning. The teacher should teach how to paraphrase and 
provide the students with a lot of practice. 

There are sorne suggested strategies for annotations .  Students 
can write rnain ideas , paraphrased ideas , reflections, personal 
cornrnents, quotations, words or phrases on note cards or concept cards 
that they can use later to surnrnarize facts, or to rnake informal outlines 
that will show relationships between ideas . Santa, Havens, and Harrison, 
rnentioned in Shih, suggest two-colurnn notes, the left colurnn for key 
ideas, and the right colurnn for elaboration or cornrnents . 14 A similar 
possibility is to write surnrnary notes, topics,  subtopics, key ideas, or 
functions of specific portions of the reading in the left rnargin of the 
text, and cornrnentaries, and reactions in the right rnargin in order to 
forrn the text'  s rnacrostructure latero In addition , Srnith and Tornpkins,  
also in Shih,  propose structured note-taking, a cornbination of an 
informal outline and a graphic representation . 1 5  Stoller, on the other 
hand, recornmends that instructors gi ve learners a "skeletal framework" 
as a guideline that students can fil l  out while reading. 1 6 Students can 
also take notes on a separate sheet of paper to facil itate checking their 
rnain ideas with the ones the teacher or other classrnates rnay be 
writing on the blackboard, or sharing oral ly in class later as a post
reading activity. 

Khan proposes certain features for note-taking: brevity (brief 
and to the rnain point) , relevance (the ideas that fi t the purpose), clarity 
(no arnbiguity), note form (outl ine, table, etc . ) ,  and abbreviations and 
syrnbols .  For the last one, the reader can use: capital letters ( U.N. , 

United Nations),  the first letters of a word (abbr, abbreviation , adj, 

adjective ),  the first and last letters of a word (gov 't, govemrnent;  int 'l, 
intemational , pts, points) .  There are also sorne other standard syrnbols 
such as : e.g .  (for exarnple), viz (narnely), & (and) , i. e. (this is), and % 

1 4 .  M .  Shih. 289-3 1 J .  
1 5 .  M .  Shih. 289-3 1 J .  
1 6 .  F .  S toller. 2-7. 
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(percentage) .  The author al so suggests that students create thei r own 
symbols ,  but they have to be able to deci pher them at a later time. 1 7 

According to Sh ih ,  when taking notes for test purposes,  the 
student should target defin i tions,  examples,  names, dates,  events, l i sts, 
cause/effect, andcomparisonlcontrast pattems. 1 8 When the information 
the students need is specifi c ,  Stoller suggests that teachers prepare 
question grids or tables for the leamers to fi l l  OUt. 1 9 

Inference i s  another ski l l  that has to be developed in  a reading 
c lass .  Sometimes it is hard for the students to understand i mpl ic i t  
i nformati on . The teacher can deve lop thi s sk i l l  by prepari ng 
comprehension questions that require to infer information and be 
marked easi ly while reading the text, such as true and false, matching, 
multip le-choice, and cloze exercises . A c loze exerc ise i s  a text in 
which there are sorne mi ssing words that the reader has to fi l l  in  
inferring the information from the rest of the text. These exerci ses wi I I  
teach them how to  infer words and phrases by  context, and enrich  the 
content by reading beyond the l ines. The teacher can prepare a few of 
these types of questions per paragraph so that they can be answered as the 
student is decoding the message or understanding the content of the text. 

11. POST-READING STRATEGIES 

Post-reading strategies are those strategies the reader appl ies 
after he has read the text and has a complete picture of i t .  The tcacher 
can use these strategies for reinforcement, evaluation, and appl ication . 
When reinforcing,  the teacher can review vocabulary , grammar or 
reading comprehension strategies. When evaluating, the educator can 
verify i f  the students understood the content, or used the reading 
strategies ,  vocabulary and grammar correct ly .  S/he can do i t  through 
comprehension questions or other activit ies that may inc lude round 

1 7 . A .  Khan, "Note-Taking," EngLish Teaching ForulII, 37 , 2 ( 1 999) 1 8- 1 9 . 
1 8 . M .  Shih,  289-3 1 l .  
1 9 .  F. S tol ler, 2-7 . 
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tables, debates, group work, discussion ,  etc . If the teacher notices that any 
aspect (content or strategy) was not mastered to the level s/he wanted 
to, s/he can go back and explain it again or provide more practice. 
When applying the content of the reading j ust read to new si tuations,  
the teacher can prepare solving-problem or cri tical reading activities. 

To evaluate reading comprehension ,  i t  is of primary i mportance 
to pay attention to sorne suggestions expressed by authors on the 
design ofcomprehension questions. According to Kissok and Iyortsuum 
(in Salwa) the type of questions the teacher asks , the information the 
learners draw, and the mental processes these questions acti vate 
determine the level of comprehension the instructor is looking for.20 

In thi s case, Bloom ' s  taxonomy i s  helpful in determining what level of 
cogniti ve domain the teacher wants to el ic i t .  As mentioned by Abdul 
Ghani , thi s taxonomy ineludes knowledge, comprehension,  application,  
analysi s ,  synthesi s ,  and evaluation (see table 1 ) .2 1  The teacher should 
first choose the type of domain s/he wants to evaluate and then design 
the questions accordingly .  

Por Clarke and S i lberstein if  the instructor i s  going to ask for 
thorough comprehension, s/he should prepare comprehension questions 
that ask for accessible information. One way for the teacher to do thi s  
i s  by  reading the text and wri ting comprehension questions about the 
main  points s/he remembers . The students may not remember more 
than s/he does .22 

Moreover, teachers should be careful to wri te comprehension 
questions that develop such reading ski l l s  as finding main ideas, 
detai ls ,  or arguments ; guessing unknown words by using the context 
e l ues ;  and i ncreasing I ingui stic competence (e .g .  grammar and 
morphology) .  Along the same I ines,  Sto l ler asserts that teachers 

20. G.  Salwa, "ESP Reading: Sorne Irnplications for the Design of Materia ls," Englisll Teaclling 

ForulII, 3 1 ,  4 ( 1 993) 42-44. 

2 1 .  S .  Abdul Ghani ,  "ESP Reading: Sorne Irnplications for the Design of Materials ," Englisll 

Teaclling ForulII, 3 1 ,  4 ( 1 993) 42-44. 

22. M. A. Clarke, & S .  S i lberstein ,  1 35 - 1 54 .  
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Table 1 
Cognitive levels of comprehension 

Question Language function Thought process Cognitive level 

Name the hormone Naming Recall Knowledge 
that re gulates 
sugar in  the blood 

Define "element." Definition Recal l  Knowledge 
(what i s  an element?) 

List the uses of sulfur Listing Recall Knowledge 

Compare the physical Comparison Understanding Comprehension 
properties of metals 
and non metal s 

Describe how you Process Understanding Comprehension 
would separate description 
powdered copper 
sulphate and powdered 
copper (Hart 1 984) 

Classify rocks and Classification Understanding Comprehension 
describe each type and physical 

description 

Suggest uses for the Combination of Understanding Appl ication 
alkanes (Hart 1 984) functions and using 

information 
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Explain why a bottle of Explanation 
concentrated (cause and effect) 
hydrochloric acid 
fumes when it is  opened 
in a warm room, yet a 
bottle of dilute hydrochloric 
acid does not (Hart 1 984) 

Understanding 
and using 
information 

LETRAS 34 (2002) 

AnaIysis 

How can the problem 
of dust pollution be 
solved? 

Combination Creating ideas Synthesis 

What do you think of 
merey killing? Which 
is  better: nuclear 
energy or solar 
energy? Discuss 

of language functions 

Combination Creating Evaluation 
of functions ideas 

(criterla forming) 

Source: s .  Abdul Ghani, "ESP Reading: Sorne Irnplications for the Design of Materials ," ElIglish 

Teachillg ForulII, 3 1 ,  4 ( 1 993) p. 43 . 

should prepare questions that inspire leamers to use scanning and 
skimming to find the answers . In addi tion , teachers should ask leamers 
to answer open-questions that al low for different interpretations and 
points of view. Another possibi l i ty is to ask questions in which the 
leamers have to infer certain information from the text; for example, 
the author' s atti tude and purpose. Students should not be afraid to read 
beyond the l ines, but at the same time they must know that inferences 

are educated guesses . A different option is to prepare a list of events 
from the reading and ask the leamers to sequence them in chronological 
order. Also, teachers should ask leamers to check the previous 
assumptions they made during the pre-reading and during-reading 
acti vi ties, as suggested by Hind and Brancard (in Stol ler) . 23 

2 1 .  F .  S toller, 2-7. 
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B ut most important of aH is to take into account criterion tasks 
when writing questions .  Anderson and Armbruster (in Shih) believe it 
is more important to focus on criterion task demands . A criterion task, 
as mentioned earlier, is a real task students want or need to do, so the 
act of reading a text is the answer or the solution for the task. 24 1f they 
read the text for a specific task (to look for specific information, to 
prepare a presentation, to study for an exam, etc . ) ,  the teacher should 
be aware of this and be ready to prepare questions that fit the task goals .  

For vocabulary and structure review Dubin aHeges that in post
reading exercises teachers should reintroduce words already studied 
in pre-reading and during-reading activities .  This inspires leamers to 
reinforce the vocabulary they already encountered in the text .25 In 
particular, Dubin and Olshtain suggest that teachers ask the students 
questions l ike the following:  The text you just read had the word 
'device' in several phrases and expressions,  how many can you find? 
Another question could be: How do these words relate to the rest of the 
reading content?26 1f the teacher emphasized a particular structure or 
lexis as a pre-reading strategy, post-reading activities are a good 
opportunity to review it in context. eloze exercises work well to 
review structure and vocabulary (Milne) .27 

If students wrote semantic maps as a pre-reading strategy, they 
can check again the semantic maps as a post-reading activity to verify 
if they were accurate . They can also expand them or make new ones . 
According to Heimlich and Pittelman (in Stoller) semantic maps or 
graphic organizers of any type, help leamers work in groups to find 
a solution , comprehend, assess and organize the information in the 
reading at a conscious leve1 .28 

24. M. Shih, 289-3 1 1 . 

25 . F. Dubin, "Leaming New Vocabulary Through Context: Insights from Materials Preparation," 
Journal (!f lnten.l'ive Engli.l'h Studie.l', 3 ,  Spring/Fal l  ( 1 989) 37-49. 

26. F. Dubin & E. Olshtain, COUT.I'e De.l'ign (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1 994) . 

27. D.  M i lne, "Reading-Comprehension Material  for Science Students ," Engli.l'h Teal'hing FOTum, 

( 1 989) 37-38 .  

28 .  F. S tol ler, 2-7. 
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It is essential to teach leamers how to make their own conceptual 
maps, graphic organizers, semantic maps, cognitive maps, semantic 
organizers, networks, tables, graphs, etc . (as different authors call 
them) to organize the main ideas and the supporting detai ls .  Concep
tual and semantic maps, two of the most commonly used maps, are 
helpful because they show a visual representation of the relationship 
of words and phrases .  The difference between the two of them i s  that 
in a conceptual map the phrases or words are joined by linking words 
(e.g .  prepositions), and in a semantic map these words are not used. 
Both are graphical representations that take the shape of rectangles, 
squares or circles linked by arrows that arrange ideas in the form ofkey 
words or phrases. Both maps can be used better with certain contents 
than with others , or by students whose style of leaming is more 
graphic .  Carrell ,  Pharis ,  and Liberto, in Shih,  found that ESL students 
trained in conceptual maps did better in open-ended, short-answer 
questions than those who did not receive the training. It is  also known 
that conceptual maps are helpful for recal1 .29 

The instructor should encourage students to write a summary. 

Shih agrees with Anderson and Armbruster who mentíon that when 
students write summaries they rework in a deeper way the information 
included in the notes and match that information with the reading tasks 
they had proposed. The same authors believe that it is  basic for 
students to write summaries to organize or rehearse the information of 
the text. 30 The instructor should guide students to write summaries.  SI 
he should ask students to wri te careful notes from the information that 
is underlined, and from the notes written in the margin of the text or 
on separate sheets of paper. This information which is written in the 
form of comments, paraphrasing, and exact quotations is then put 
together in a cohesive, coherent way . 

29. M. Shih, 289-3 1 1 . 

30. M. Shih, 289-3 1 1 .  
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Thi s  is also a good ti me to ask leamers to extract the main idea 

of the text .  During the in-reading process they searched for the main 
ideas of each paragraph,  as a post-reading strategy they can discuss 
what the main idea of the whole text i s .  

I t  i s  also important to  do  critical reading and problem-solving 

activities which are a way to gi ve sense to the material read by applying 
i t  to the students '  own experiences analyzing, evaluating, and reflecting 
on the content. Thi s strategy wi l l  al low students to leam something. 
For cri ti cal reading, De Vasconcelos and Santi ago suggest asking 
leamers to compare the knowledge j ust leamed in the reading with 
their previous experience and induce them to express thei r own points 
of view . 3 1 lt i s a good idea for the instructor to look for texts that present 
contrasting points of view or that provoke certai n reactions from the 
reader, and set aside sorne c 1ass time for discussion . Also,  the students 
may be asked to look for other articles re lated to the same topic studied 
in c 1ass ,  and then be asked to review, synthesize, summarize, compare 
or contrast, and gi ve thei r points of view (agree/di sagree) .  One more 
option , proposed by Stol ler, i s  to ask leamers to apply the information 
from the readings to acti vities that are interesting to them and that wi l l  
al low them to  go  beyond the text. 32 These acti vities could be  to  write 
an assignment, prepare an oral presentation , or do any kind of 
problem-solving acti vity.  

Even though the names of sorne strategies repeat under in
reading and post-reading strategy headings,  their focus is di fferent. 
During the application of in-reading strategies, the student is in the 
process of decoding the content of the text. During the application of post
reading strategies the student already has the whole picture of the text. 

To conc1ude, it should be paramount that students know how to 
use reading strategies-how to combine and choose the appropriate 

3 1 .  J .  De Vasconcelos & V .  Santiago, "Designing ES P Materials for University Students ," Englis/¡ 

Tea('/¡ing Forum, 30, 4 ( 1 992) 36-37 . 
32. F. Stol ler, 2-7 . 
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strategies to accomplish a task. In thi s  way, they can become more 
independent leamers . 

The teacher, on the other hand, wi l l  interweave strategies with 
c 1ass work tasks, and not teach them as a unit separate from the 
development of the reading ski l \ .  S/he should study what strategies the 
students l ack, which they have, which work better for each task, and 
how their leaming styles can affect their leaming strategies through 
informal talking in the c 1assroom, surveys ,  and observation . With the 
help of teachers and strategies, leamers w i l l  understand the reading 
comprehension process better. 
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